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Axis and allies global rules pdf

Axis &amp;amp; Allies Global 1940 is created by combining the boards and parts of the Axis and the Pacific Allies of 1940 and Axis and Allies of Europe in 1940. This is not a separate game to buy yourself. You just buy separate versions of Pacific 1940 and Europe 1940 and combine them. Boards sync perfectly to allow a full global game. Compared to other global versions of Axis &amp;amp; Allies this is
set in 1940 (World War II), with the political situation affecting all 9 countries at war - one where rules apply but egg on breaking treaties. The 1940 Games (Europe + Pacific, which make up global) do not come with conventional useful supplies such as Task Force Maps, Air Tokens, IPC Paper Money and Urban Round. Many Axis players and Allies will borrow them from other versions of the game they
have. One thing that becomes apparent is that the brown Italian and burgundy units of the Soviet Union are quite similar in color. The newly added Cruiser Warship can also be difficult to tell separately from other ships, as not all destroyers have flat stern to help identify it. Some players will draw a point or similar to such units to help distinguish them from others. The rules give you the opportunity to choose
how many cities it takes to declare victory. More information about the &amp;; Allies Global can be found below, including book rules, links to forum discussions, images and many others. All links are opened in a new window. Rules book: The rules are a combination of Europe's 1940 and Pacific 1940 rules. Note that see <a0><a1></a1></a0>. Discussion forum: Details: Players: 2-6 Board sizes: 70 x 32
inches or 178 x 81 cm Boards europe 1940 and Pacific 1940 combined, to form a global board Suggested Nation/Player Breakdown for Game 6 Players: Player 1: Germany Player 2: Italy Player 3: Japan Player 4: Great Britain and ANZAC Player 5: Soviet Union and France Player 6: United States and China Game Primer Video: Closer look: Pacific 1940 and Europe 1940 games needed to form Global
1940 Pacific 1940 and Europe's 1940 rules book are both required. Global rules and configuration information found in the 1940 European Rule Book. Start setup. Nation boxes. Soviet Union and Japan. ANZAC, France, Italy. Prices: Search now for pricing → Be sure to also check out our customized resumes of Axis and the Pacific Allies of 1940 and Axis and Allies of Europe 1940. Enjoy the game! Below
is a list of useful resources for playing many Axis &amp;&amp; board games Allies as well as Axis &amp;& Allies Miniatures. Check frequently for updates for this list. Many of the rules listed here can also be found on the Avalon Hill website. Game editions are listed here in reverse chronological Note to save space and bandwidth for everyone, all the PDFs listed below have been compressed from the
original and where possible the back cover has been moved from the first page to the back page. 1914 World War I (2013) WWII (2013) Allies and Allies 1940 Second edition (2012) Axis &amp;; Pacific Allies 1940 Second Edition (2012) Axis &amp; Allies 1942 Second Edition (2012) The 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2 Allies 1942 Second Edition (2012) The 2012 2012 2012
2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2 Allies 1941 (2012) Axis &amp;; Allied Europe 1940 (2010) Waiting to hear back from the Wizards coast. Please stay tuned. Axis and Allies of the Pacific 1940 (2009) Axis and Allies Spring 1942 (2009) Axis &amp; Allies 50th Anniversary Edition of Axis &amp;Amp; Allied Pacific (2001) Axis &amp;; Allies Europe (1999) Axis &amp;; Allies 2nd edition (1986)
August 6, 2016 You play Axis &amp; Allies Global 1940 and must look for rules on his smartphone. This PDF is unpleasant to dig on the phone, right? Below you will find a copy/paste * most * of the rules required to reproduce Global 1940 with the rules of the Second Edition. Some of the more basic elements have been left out. It's more useful for those who have played the game many times but still need
to look for a rule here and there. For full rules, refer to our &amp;amp; Members of the Rule Book page. This page is in beta. One item that is not yet available is unit profiles (what each unit can do and what rolls are needed to do this.) You can also add content varieties. At the same time, use the find feature in your browsers to find the rules you're looking for. Have feedback? There is a comments box at
the bottom of the page. Spaces on the territory game board All territories exist in one of three conditions: Friendly: Controlled by you or friendly authorities. Hostile: controlled by the force with which you are at war. Neutral: not controlled by any government, or controlled by the authorities on the other side, which you have yet to fight with (see Political situation, below). Neutral territories, such as Central
Mongolia, have white borders and do not have emblems of power on them. Most such areas also have a unit silhouette with a number that indicates how many infantry units the territory will generate to protect itself in violation of its neutrality. The Himalayas are impenetra-friendly and cannot be moved to or through any units. Maritime zones of sea zones are friendly or hostile. Friendly maritime zones do
not contain surface warships (this does not include submarines and transports) belonging to the authorities you are at war with. Enemy sea zones contain surface warships belonging to the authorities you are at war with. (Having a naval warship belonging to an enemy force you're not at war with yet doesn't make the maritime zone hostile.) Island Islands or island group - is the only area surrounded entirely
by one or more maritime zones. The maritime zone can contain no more than one island or island group, which is considered one territory. It is impossible to separate the ground units so that they are on different islands in the same group. Islands that don't have label names, such as one in Marine Zone 1, are not gaming and may not have units moved to them. How the War War Wins The Eight wins the
game by controlling either any 8 cities winning on the map of Europe or any 6 cities winning on the Pacific map for full as long as they control the axis capital (Berlin, Rome or Tokyo) at the end of this round. Allies win by controlling Berlin, Rome and Tokyo for a full round of play while they control the alliance's capital (Washington, London, Paris or Moscow) at the end of this round. Number of players In this
game can be played from two to six players. If you control more than one government, keep the revenues and units of those powers separate. Operations can only be carried out for one capacity at a time. Split control of powers between players as follows: Two Player Players 1: Icing Powers / Player 2: Allied Powers Three Players Player 1: Ally Powers / Player 2: Soviet Union, United States and China /
Player 3: United Kingdom, ANZAC, And France Four Players Player 1: Eight Powers / Player 2: Soviet Union and France / Player 3: United States and China / Player 4: Great Britain and ANZAC Five players Player 1: Germany and Italy / Player 2: Japan / Player 3: Soviet Union and France / Player 4: United States and China / Player 5: Great Britain and ANZAC Six Players Player 1: Germany / Player 2:
Japan / Player 3: Italy / Player 4: Soviet Union and France / Player 5: United States and China / Player 6: Great Britain and ANZAC Installation Link the western edge of the Pacific map of 1940 with the eastern edge of Europe 1940 card. The joint board rotates horizontally: the areas and maritime zones on the eastern edge of the map are adjacent to the territories and sea zones on the western edge (see
Movement between the maps below). Configure the units as shown in the installation graphs found in the Pacific region of 1940 and Europe in 1940. In addition, to place the following units: Cupid: 6 Soviet Infantry Sah: 6 Soviet infantrymen and 2 Soviet AAA Buryatia: 6 Soviet infantrymen of Egypt: 2 ANZAC infantry (also, Remove 1 Infantry of the United Kingdom) Powers begin with the following ipk
income levels and thrills: Power Starting Income Germany 30 Soviet Union 37 Japan 26 United States 52 China 12 United Kingdom – Europe 28 United Kingdom – Pacific 17 Italy 10 ANZAC 10 France 19 You can track IPCs treasury during the game using IPC Tracking Chart. Play order Use the following order of the game. The Force take turns in this order no matter which player controls them. 1.
Germany 2. Soviet Union 3. Japan 4. United States 5. China 6. United Kingdom 7. Italy 8. ANZAC 9. France Your Force Queue consists of six stages that take place in a fixed sequence. You have to collect income if you can, but all the other parts of the turn sequence are voluntary. When you're done with the income collection phase, your turn is over. Play then moves on to the next power. Rotate
sequence 1. Purchase and repair of units 2. Combat move (powers only in war) 3. Warfare (war only) 4. Noncombat Move 5. Mobilize new 6. Collect Phase 1 Revenue: Purchase and repair units at this point, you can spend IPCs for additional units to be used in future turns. All units listed in mobilization zones on the board available for purchase by all states except China, which has limited procurement
options (see China Rules). Purchase unit sequence 1. Order nodes 2. Pay for nodes and repair damaged units and objects 3. Place units in the Mobilization Belt Step 1: Order units you can buy as many units of any type as you can afford. Select all the units you want to buy. You don't need to waste all your IPCs. Step 2: Pay for units and repair damaged nodes and facilities Pay the bank's ICP equal to the
total cost of units (having a banker adjust the number of IPCs in the treasury of your power). You can also pay to eliminate damage from objects. The facilities are industrial complexes, air bases and naval bases. Each damage point costs 1 IPC to remove. Repairs took effect immediately and the control player can use refurbished objects during the rest of this turn. Your capital ships (aircraft carriers and
battleships) in maritime zones served by operational friendly naval bases (including those repaired at this turn) are also being repaired at this time. There is no cost to the IPC to repair these ships. Step 3: Place units in the mobilization belt Place purchased units in mobilization zones (on the game board). You can't use these units right away, but you'll deploy them later in turn. Declaration of war If there are
currently no restrictions that will inseevere into war with the authorities on the other side (see Political situation), you can declare war on that power. War must be declared at your turn at the beginning of the combat phase before any combat movements are made unless otherwise stated in the political rules. No actual attack is needed. Once the state of war is imposed, all territories and maritime zones are
controlled or contain units belonging to the authorities or powers on which you have declared war, instantly become hostile to your units, and normal restrictions on movement in or through hostile spaces apply, with one exception. During the combat displacement phase in which you entered a state of war, your transports, which are already in maritime zones that have just become hostile, can be loaded into
these maritime zones (but not in other enemy maritime zones). Essentially, transports can be loaded into their initial maritime zones for amphibious assaults before war is declared, while the maritime zone is still friendly. Declarations of war are either provoked or unprovoked. Declaration of war is considered provoked either when the declaration is made in response to the direct aggression of another
government, or when political rule allows the authorities to declare war through concrete actions taken by another government. For example, if the United Kingdom declares war on Japan, Japan's subsequent declaration of war on the United Kingdom (which is technically unnecessary because the two powers are already at war) would be considered provoked. 2: Battle move - (Powers only at war) The
movement in this game is divided into a fighting movement and a noncombat movement During the combat displacement phase, all movement must end in enemy space, with a few exceptions (see below). Moving into enemy space is considered a fighting movement regardless of whether this space is occupied or not. Additional movement that does not end in enemy space occurs during the noncombat
moving stage (phase 4). Move as many of your units into as many hostile areas and sea zones as you want. You can navigate into one enemy space from different spaces as long as each moving unit can reach that space with a legal step. You can move units through friendly (but not friendly neutral) spaces on your way to hostile spaces at this point. However, units cannot finish their movement in friendly
spaces during the combat displacement phase, except in four cases. Tanks and mechanized infantry that broke through unoccupied enemy space (see Tanks, mechanized infantry and blitzing). Units moving from the enemy sea zone to avoid fighting as their combat move (maritime zone, in which air units are protected can be dismantled in response to an amphibious assault (see Marine units that will
engage in amphibious assault from a friendly maritime zone, as well as maritime and/or air units that may be needed to support it in case air blocks are protected (see Maritime Units moving into a maritime area containing only enemy submarines and/or transports in order to attack these units. (Remember that such a maritime zone is not considered hostile.) If you move all your units out of the territory you
control, you still retain control of the territory until the enemy moves and seizes it (the territory remains under the control of the authorities that controlled it at the beginning of the turn). Units on the one hand are free to share territories and space on aircraft carriers and transports with each other while both states are at war. They can separate sea zones regardless of their status. These joint events must be
agreed upon by both powers. It is believed that all combat movements occur at the same time. So you can't move the unit and then fight and then move that unit again at this point. The only exception to this is the land units that do the amphibious assault that precedes the naval battle (see Amphibious Assaults(as they must unload after the sea battle is successfully completed. You can't move additional
units into the embated space once the attack has started. and do not prevent loading or unloading in this maritime area (with one exception; see as a moving player, you have the ability to attack attack enemy submarines and/or transports that share the maritime zone with you. However, if the unit decides to carry out such an attack, this unit must stop its movement in this maritime zone, and it must attack
all such units present. In other words, you must either attack all enemy submarines and transport in the maritime zone or you should ignore all of them. You can't attack some enemy units and ignore others in the same maritime zone. It is not possible that some of your units stop attacking while others continue to move through the maritime zone. Marine units, starting with enemy sea zones At the beginning
of the combat phase, you may already have maritime units (and aerial units on carriers) in spaces containing enemy units that were there at the beginning of your queue. For example, the enemy may have built new in-two warships in the maritime zone where you have maritime units. When your turn comes again, you share this maritime zone with enemy forces. If you share a maritime zone with overwater
warships (not submarines and/or transports) belonging to the authorities, with which you are fighting, this situation requires you to do one of the following: Stay in the maritime zone and fight, leave the maritime zone, load units if desired and conduct hostilities elsewhere, leave the maritime zone, load units and return to the same maritime zone for warfare (you can't load units while in an enemy maritime
zone), or leave the maritime zone and not conduct hostilities. Once these maritime units have moved and/or participated in the fighting, they cannot move or participate in the noncombat Move phase on the turn. Air units The air unit, which moves during the combat phase, should usually reserve part of its turn value for the noncombat Move phase, at which point it must return to a safe landing site using its
remaining movement. The movement of the air unit in any full turn is limited to its total moving cost. Thus, a strategic bomber with a stroke value of 6 cannot move 6 spaces to reach enemy space. It should save enough traffic points to get to a friendly area where it can land. A fighter or tactical bomber can move its full 4 spaces to attack in a maritime area instead of salvage traffic, but only if the aircraft
carrier can be there to land at the conclusion of the phase of mobilizing new units. Aircraft units with AAA (anti-aircraft artillery) will be targeted. This does not include areas containing AAA that have only flown. AAA cannot fire on bombers conducting strategic or tactical bombings. These air blocks are targeted with anti-horticultane coatings provided by an industrial complex or attacking base. Amphibious
Assaults If You Want to Do amphibious assaults, announce your intention to do so during the stage of combat displacement. An amphibious assault occurs when you attack a coastal area or island group from the maritime zone, unloading land units from transport to that target area (or carrying out a joint attack with both maritime units that unload and with other units from one or both territories). The
maritime zone may be friendly or hostile, but if it is hostile, it must be friendly through maritime hostilities before an amphibious assault can begin. Moving transport and their cargo to the maritime area from which you plan to do an amphibious assault is considered combat traffic, even if there are no warships protecting the surface and there is no potential for air units to scramble. This also applies to any
units that will support the assault. In addition, if enemy air units can potentially be dismantled to protect the maritime zone, additional units could be moved to the maritime area to deal with them in case they are indeed dismantled. At the stage of combat you can only launch amphibious assaults that you have announced at this point. If an amphibious assault involves a naval battle, any air units involved in
the assault must move either to the maritime zone or to the land area. They will then participate only in the assault they moved to. Special combat traffic A number of units can make special moves at this point. They are described in detail below. Aircraft carriers Although they do not matter the attack and are not represented on the battle strip, aircraft carriers can still participate in the attack and can take
strikes until at least 1 unit with attacks cost attacks alongside them. Any fighter jets or tactical bombers on the aircraft carrier launch before the aircraft carrier moves and move independently of the aircraft carrier. These air units can make a combat crossing from the aircraft carrier's initial maritime zone, or they can remain in this maritime zone until the noncombat Move phase. A guest aircraft belonging to
friendly power aboard another aircraft carrier must remain on board as cargo if the carrier is moving in combat. They cannot engage in hostilities and are destroyed if the aircraft carrier is destroyed. Whether it moves during the combat displacement phase or noncombat Move, the aircraft carrier allows friendly fighters and tactical bombers to land it in the maritime zone where it finishes its course.
Submarine Submarines are able to move undetected due to their ability to subset. For this reason, they have special rules of movement. If there are no enemy destroyers, the submarine can move through a maritime zone containing enemy warships without stopping. However, if the submarine enters a maritime zone containing an enemy destroyer during the combat phase, its movement immediately ends
and the fighting will result in it. Tanks, mechanized infantry and a blitz tank can blitz, moving through unoccupied enemy territory as the first part of a procession that could end in friendly or hostile territory. In addition, 1 mechanized infantry unit can move along with each blitz tank. A full move should take place at the stage of combat displacement. Blitzing units establish control over the first to move to the
next one. Place your management marker in first territory d to adjust national production levels as you blitz. Tank (or mechanized mechanized who encounter enemy units, including AAA units (anti-artillery) or an industrial complex, air base or naval base, in the first territory it enters, must stop there and cannot blitz. Transport If transport collides with enemy surface warships (not enemy submarines and/or
transports) after it starts moving (not counting the maritime zone it has begun), its movement for this turn ends and it must stop there and conduct maritime hostilities. Transport can load units while in any friendly maritime area along its route, including the maritime zone in which it began. If transport loads land units during the combat displacement phase, it must unload these units to attack enemy territory
as part of an amphibious assault during the combat phase, or it must retreat during a naval amphibious sequence combat during an attempt to do so. Transport, which is part of an amphibious assault, must stop its movement in a friendly maritime area (or one that could become friendly as a result of sea battles) from which it can conduct an assault. However, transport is not permitted to offload land units
for amphibious assault in a maritime area containing 1 or more ignored enemy submarines if at least 1 attack-powered warship is also present in the maritime zone at the end of the combat phase. Any land units on board transport are considered cargoes until they are unloaded. The cargo cannot participate in sea combat and collapses if transport is destroyed. Air bases When take off from the territory,
which has an operational air base, the air units gain 1 additional point of movement. Fighter jets and tactical bombers can now move 5 spaces, and strategic bombers can move 7 spaces. Naval bases All ships starting their movement from the maritime zone, served promptly by a friendly naval base, gain 1 additional point of movement. Scramble Scrambling is a special movement that a quarterback can
make at the end of this phase. This should be done after all the attacker's fighting moves have been completed and all attacks have been announced. An attacker cannot change any combat movements or attacks after the defender scrambles. A rapid response team of no more than 3 fighters and/or tactical bombers (strategic bombers cannot scramble) stationed on every island or coastal area that has an
operational air base can be scrambled to protect against attacks in maritime zones adjacent to those areas. These air units can be dismantled to help friendly units in nearby maritime areas that are under attack. They can also be dismantled to withstand amphibious attacks from nearby sea zones, whether or not attacked, territory containing the airbase. They can defend against enemy ships conducting
amphibious assault, even if there are no friendly ships. In situations where the maritime zone is attached to more than one territory containing an airbase, marine zone 6 and Japan and Korea (assuming it was built there), for example, each of the can scramble up to 3 fighter jets and/or tactical bombers. In situations where the area containing the air base is attached to more than one Alaska maritime zone
(assuming it is built there) and marine zones 1 and 2, for example, the area can still scramble to only 3 fighter jets and/or tactical bombers, but they can be separated between maritime zones in any combination. Omelette fighter jets and tactical bombers are protected, so refer to their defensive values and abilities when tackling hostilities. They are treated as normal defense units in their maritime zones. As
defenders, they may not back down. They cannot engage in any other battles during this turn, including a fight in the territory from which they were dismantled. Upon completion of all hostilities, each surviving air unit must return to the area from which it was overtake. If the enemy seizes this territory, the unit can move 1 space to the ground in friendly territory or on a friendly aircraft carrier. If there is no such
landing site, the device is lost. The surviving air units land during the noncombat move phase before the attacker makes any movements. Powers do not fight each other When two states on opposite sides have yet to fight each other, they operate under some special conditions and restrictions. Movement: Ships of power do not block the naval movements of other states with which it is not at war, and vice
versa. They can occupy the same sea zones. Struggle: The authorities cannot attack territory controlled or contain units belonging to the authorities with which it is not at war. If the authorities during the war attack the maritime zone containing units belonging to both the authorities with which it is already at war, and to the power with which it does not fight, the units of the last government are ignored. These
units will not participate in the battle in any way, and the state of war with the authorities will not lead. United States: The United States starts the game neutrally, and therefore is not part of allies at first. Being at war with none and having a rigid isolationist policy, the United States has particularly strict restrictions. It cannot move land or air units to neutral areas. It cannot move units on territory or on ships
owned by other authorities or use naval bases of other power, nor can it other forcefully transition land or air units to its territories or to its ships or use its naval bases. In addition, the United States cannot stop the movement of its maritime units in maritime zones adjacent to japan-controlled areas Phase 3: Warfare (powers only in war) At this stage, you are fighting against counter-combat units using the
following sequence: 1. Strategic and Tactical Bombing Raids 2. Amphibious Assaults 3. General battle a number of units have special rules that or overwrite the battlefield rules in this section. Kamikaze Strikes A Japanese player has the capability to launch a special defensive strike against allied naval warships. Japan is permitted to Make 6 kamikaze kicks during the game. These strikes can only be made
in maritime zones that contain the kamikaze symbol: those surrounding Japan, Okinawa, Yvo Jima, Formosa, Marianas and the Philippines. If an alliance player attacks Japanese units or declares an amphibious assault on one of these maritime zones, the Japanese player may announce at the beginning of this phase that he intends to launch one or more kamikaze strikes in that maritime zone. They are
decided before any battle. The Japanese player must state how many kamikaze strikes will be inflicted, in which maritime zone(s) they will be used, and which enemy ship will be struck by each kamikaze before any bones are rolled. For each declared strike it is necessary to spend 1 token Kamikaze (the actual air unit is not involved) and will be removed from the game after the strike is resolved. A
kamikaze strike can target any particular enemy super-water warship (rather than submarine or transport) belonging to attacking power. More than one kamikaze strike can be made against the same ship. Kamikaze's strikes hit the attack with 2 or fewer. If a strike is typed, it must be applied to the selected unit. Surface warships that collapse as a result of the kamikaze strike (capital ships still take 2 hits) are
immediately removed and will not participate in further combat. A kamikaze strike prevents offshore bombing by supporting an amphibious assault in this maritime area, whether or not the strike is successful (place the used Kamikaze token in the maritime area until you decide an amphibious assault to remind you that the ships may not be bombing). Strategic and Tactical Bombing Strategic or Tactical
Bombing Raid is a direct attack on the facility. During this step, you can bomb enemy industrial complexes, air bases and naval bases with your strategic bombers. You can also bomb enemy air and naval bases (but not industrial complexes) with your tactical bombers. When you damage these objects, their capabilities are reduced or eliminated, and your enemy must spend IPCs to recover them to restore
these capabilities. Repairs can be made by the control player of the units during the acquisition and repair stage. To carry out a bombing raid, the attacking player moves his bombers into territory on a map containing targets. The base can be both strategically and tactically bombed at the same time. Both attacking and defensive fighters (rather than tactical bombers) can also engage in strategic bombing
raids by both escorts and interceptors. Escort fighter jets (those accompanying attacking bombers) can accompany and defend bombers, and they can originate from any territory or maritime zone, the range allows. They cannot engage in any other battles during this including the battle in the territory where the bombing raid takes place. This applies to whether the quarterback makes any interceptors. Any
number of protected fighters based on territory that can be strategically and/or bombings can be committed to participating in the defense of objects of this territory as interceptors, regardless of whether there are attack fighter escorts. The number of fighters to be intercepted is resolved t he owns the player (s) after completing the stage of the striker's combat and before the start of the fight stage. These
fighters cannot participate in other battles during this turn, including the battle in the territory in which the bombing raid takes place. They must remain in their original territory after the battle. If the area is captured, they can move 1 space to land in friendly territory or on a friendly aircraft carrier. This movement occurs during the Noncombat Move stage before the incumbent player makes any noncombat
movements. If there is no such landing place, the fighters will be lost. If the defender is elected to commit fighter-interceptors, an ira battle will be fought just before the bombing raid. Only one aerial battle is fought in each territory, even if more than one object in the area is bombed. This aerial battle is solved in the same way as a conventional battle, with the following exceptions: attack bombers and fighter
jets accompanying and intercepting fighter jets defended will be the only units involved in this special battle. The fight lasts only one round. All air units matter attack and defense 1. Once the air combat is over, or if there were no fighter interceptors defended, the surviving escorts of the fighter jets are considered retreating. They are not involved in actual bombing, are not subject to anti-cancer fire, and will
remain in the territory until the noncombat move phase. Any surviving attack bombers carry out a bombing raid. If the territory offers more than one target, the bombers can be divided into groups, and each is assigned a specific target (tactical bombers may not attack industrial complexes). Each industrial complex, airbase and naval base has its own system of anti-accident production. If there is an AAA unit
(anti-artillery) in the target area, do not roll after it. These units are used to protect combat units. Each complex and base rolls one at a time die against each bomber to directly attack it (regardless of the number of bombers). For each rental 1 immediately removed bomber at the choice of the attacker. After unleashing an anti-rave fire, the surviving bombers each roll one to die. Add 2 to each death rolling
for a strategic bomber (but not for tactical bombers), then the overall result. To mark the damage caused by the attacking bomber, place 1 grey plastic chip under the target industrial complex or base at the point of damage. The industrial complex cannot receive more than 20 total losses for large industrial complexes and more than 6 total losses for minors. Air bases and bases cannot receive more than 6
total damages. The damage exceeding these limits does not apply. Bomber that performed strategic strategic A tactical bombing raid cannot engage in any other battle in this step and must return to friendly territory during the noncombat Move phase. Amphibious Assaults During this step, you will solve every amphibious assault you have declared during the combat displacement phase. If you haven't
announced an amphibious assault, go to Common Combat. Amphibious Assault Sequence 1. Battle battle 2. Battleship and Cruiser Bombing 3. Land battle Krok 1. Naval combat If there is protection of naval ships and/or omelette air units, there is a naval battle. If there is only protection for submarines and/or transport, an attacker can choose to ignore these units or conduct maritime hostilities. If a naval
battle takes place, all attacking and defending marine units present must participate in the battle. (Even if an attacker chose to ignore the defense of subs and/or transport, they would still be involved in a fight if the defender scrambled air units and forces a naval battle.) Conduct a naval battle using the rules for General Combat, then move on to step 3 (land battle). If there is no sea battle, go to step 2
(bombardment). Step 2: A step 2: Battleship and cruiser bombing If there was no fighting in the maritime zone from which you unload units from transport, any accompanying battleships and cruisers in this maritime area can conduct a one-time bombardment of one coastal area or island group attacking. The number of ships that can carry out bombings is limited to 1 ship per unit of land unloaded from
transport in this coastal area. If more than one area is stormed from a single maritime zone and there are multiple battleships and/or cruisers, each ship can sustain only one assault. However, ship bombing can be shared in any way an attacker chooses, as long as the number of ships supporting each assault does not exceed the number of maritime land units in this assault. Choosing to destroy enemy
transports or attack enemy submarines in step 1 (above), is considered combative and prevents battleship and cruiser bombing from occurring. Roll one to die for each battleship and cruiser that can conduct bombings. Linebackers hit a dying roll of 4 or less, and the cruisers hit 3 or less. For each hit, the quarterback will move the defense unit behind the casualty streak. These victims will be able to defend
themselves during a ground combat move before they are removed. Step 3: A step 3: Land battle If there was no naval battle, or the maritime zone has been cleared of all enemy units being defended except for transport and submarines that plunge during sea combat, and the attacker still has land units committed to coastal territory, moving all attacking and defending units to the battle strip and fighting
using General Combat rules. Don't forget to make sacrifices from (if any) behind the victims' lane. Attacking land units can come from transports (sea), and they can come from neighboring areas adjacent to the attacked territory. Any Any unloading units from one transport can only be unloaded into a single enemy territory. If no land units (transported as cargo) survived the naval battle, or if attacking
maritime units withdrew from maritime combat, any other units that were assigned to participate in the land attack (including air units) still have to conduct one round of ground combat in regular attack on alleged enemy territory before they have been able to retreat. If the attacker does not have any attacking ground or air units left, the amphibious assault is over. Keep attacking land units and maritime land
units divided into battlefields. Attacking marine units cannot retreat. Attacking ground units and air units can retreat (between rounds of combat). All attacking ground units must retreat together as a group. They can only retreat to where at least one of them originated and all have to retreat at the same time and in the same place. Indentation can occur at the end of any round of combat. Attacking air units, If
it's involved in a sea battle or an attack on a coastal area, they can retreat under the rules of the attacker's retreat (see If there is a retreat, air blocks and high ground units (if any) must retreat at the same time. which air units are involved in each part of the attack and cannot change their tasks later. Combat air units are placed after an amphibious assault and assault on air units (if any) are declared for sea
battle or coastal territory. At the end of the amphibious assault, all air units remain in place; they will land during the noncombat move phase. Air units defending in the territory can fight only in this area. They cannot participate in naval combat. The exception to this rule is the protection of fighter jets and tactical bombers that are on an island or coastal area that has an operational air base. Such air units can
be dismantled in the adjacent maritime zone, where they are involved in its defense. Strategic bombers cannot be dismantled. Total Battle This step, you solve the battle in every space that contains your units and enemy units. The battle is solved by following the sequence of the General Battle (below). Hostilities in each space take place simultaneously, but each affected area or maritime zone is resolved
separately and completely before resolving hostilities in the next disputed space. The attacker decides the order of the spaces in which each fight takes place. No new units can enter as reinforcements after starting Attacking and defending units in each space are considered a fire at the same time, but for the convenience of the game you roll the dice in sequence: the striker first, then the defender. If you
have moved any units to unoccumen enemy territories or enemy enemy containing only objects and/or AAA units, no actual combat is required. Just go to step 7 (End battle) for each of these territories and remove any AAA units that may be in them. Total combat sequence 1. Place units along battlefield lane 2. Underwater strike surprise or submersibility (sea battles only) 3. Attacking units fire 4.
Protection units fire 5. Remove defender sacrifices 6. Press the attack button or indent 7. End the battle with step 1. Place units along the battle lane battle lane has two sides designated as Striker and Defender. Place all attacking and protecting land, sea and/or air units from battle to matching sides aligned with numbered columns that contain the names and silhouettes of these units. The facilities are not
involved in general hostilities as they can only be attacked and damaged by strategic and tactical bombing raids. The number in the unit column identifies the value of the attack or defense unit. An attacking or defensive unit must curtail the attack or defensive value of their column or less to score a kick. Some units, such as transport, attack aircraft carriers and defending units, have no combat value and
are not represented on the battle strip. Place these units near the battle strip as they are still combatants and can be taken as casualties. In a naval battle, place any cargo (whether your own units or allies) next to the transport ship or on the aircraft carrier (guest air units) that transports it. The cargo does not roll attacks, and cannot take a hit. He is lost with the ship carrying him if this ship is destroyed. If
you attacked in a maritime zone that already contained friendly units, your ally's units are not placed along the battle lane, but remain out of play for this turn. Combined weapons In some cases, the combination of unit types activates advanced unit abilities. For example, an infantry unit that corresponds to an artillery unit allows the infantry to attack 2. See the following table for more information. (See also
Unit Profiles) Some unit types require pairing with another unit type and can be connected to more than one other unit type. Each unit can only be connected to one unit at a time, but can be connected to different units at different times during a single rotation. For example, a separate artillery unit cannot be paired with both infantry and mechanized infantry during one combat round in the battlefield phase to
make both units attack 2. However, the same mechanized infantry unit can be paired with a tank during the combat phase in order to blitz and then be paired with artillery in the battlefield phase in order to attack on 2. Infantry + artillery → infantry attacks @ 2 Meh. Infantry + artillery → Meh. Infantry @ 2 Tactical Bomber + Tank → Tactical Attack Bomber @ 4 Tactical Bomber → Tactical Attack Bomber @ 4
→ Meh. Infantry + Tank → Meh. Fur. may result in subs step 2. Submarine strike surprise or submersible (sea battles only) This step is specific to attacking and protecting submarines. Before there is a general sea battle (steps 3–5), both attacking and defending submarines can choose to either make a surprise strike to die a roll or sinking. The player can choose to immerse everyone, some, or none of his
or her submarines. However, if the opposing side has a destroyer in combat, attacking or protecting submarines cannot plunge or make an unexpected hit. The fight continues normally with submarines firing along with other units in step 3 or 4. Attacking or protecting submarines that opt for submersives are immediately removed from the battle lane and return to the playing board in the disputed maritime
zone, removing them from the remaining battle sequences. Note: A decision on whether to attack and protect submarines will fire or dive must be made before any bones are rolled either side. The attacking player decides first. Each attacking submarine carrying out an unexpected strike rolls one death. Attacking submarines that roll 2 or less score hit. Once an attacking player has rolled in for all attacking
submarines, the defender selects 1 marine unit (submarines can't hit air units) for each clogged strike and moves him over the casualty lane. (Note: Undamaged capital ships that hit only once are not removed.) Then anyone who protects the submarine conducting an unexpected strike rolls one death. Defending submarines that roll 1 score hit. Once the defending player has rolled out to all the defending
submarines, the striker selects 1 marine unit for each scored kick and removes it from the game. (Note: Undamaged capital ships that hit only once are not removed.) Note: In both cases, by attacking or defending, transports can only be selected as victims if there are no other suitable units. Dive submarines cannot be selected as casualties as they have been removed from combat. Once all the attacking
and defending submarines that conducted the surprise strike are released, the casualties they generated are removed from the game and the move (step 2) is over for this round of combat. As long as there are attacking and/or protecting submarines and no counter-destroyers, the move is repeated during each round of combat. Any strikes taken during this step that do not destroy units (such as battleships
and aircraft carriers) remain in force until they are repaired. Step 3: A step 3: Fire Roll attacking units die one at a time for each attacking unit with a strike value that did not fire or plunge in step 2. Roll for units with the same attack value at the same time. For example, collapse all units with an attack value of 3 at once. Attacking fighter scores a punch if you roll its value or less. Once the attacking player
has rolled for all attacking units, the defender selects 1 unit for each scored kick and moves him behind the casualty streak. All units behind the victims' lane will return fire in step 4. As many hits as should be assigned. For example, if 1 cruiser and 2 submarines attack an aircraft carrier with a fighter jet and clog 3 hits, the defender must assign a cruiser strike to a fighter jet and hit the submarine with an
aircraft carrier. The defender cannot assign a cruiser strike to the carrier because the subs cannot hit the fighter and 1 sub-strike will be lost. Step 4: A step 4: Protecting fire protection units roll one to die for each unit with defensive value, including units behind the casualty strip that don't fire or plunge in step 2. Roll for units with the same defense value at the same time. The defense unit scores a hit if you
roll its value defense or less. Once the defending player has rolled for each defence with defensive value, the striker selects 1 unit for each hit scored and removes it from the game. As many appeals as possible should be assigned. For example, if 1 cruiser and 1 submarine are protected from 1 destroyer and 1 fighter and the defender evaluates 2 hits, the attacker must assign a sub-strike to the destroyer
and the cruiser hit the fighter. The attacker cannot assign a cruiser to the destroyer as the sub cannot hit the fighter and its impact will be lost. Specific to sea battles: In both Steps 3 and 4, submarines fired in step 2 cannot fire again during a single battle round. If there is an enemy destroyer in battle, the submarines fire in step 3 or 4, not Step 2. Remember that in sea battles, hits from aerial units cannot be
destined for submarines unless there is a destroyer that is air-friendly units in combat, and hits can only be destined for transport unless there are other suitable units. Defenseless transports In the sea battle, if the defender has only the remaining transports and the attacker still has units capable of attack, the transports defended are all destroyed, along with their cargo. You don't need to keep rolling the
dice until all transports get hits. This will accelerate the fighting. It also happens if the only remaining combat units can't hit each other. For example, if the defender remained only transports and submarines, and the attacker remained only air units, air units and submarines can not hit each other, so transports are defenseless. At the moment, defenseless transportation is destroyed with its cargo. Attacking
transports are not usually considered defenseless, as they generally have the ability to retreat. If they cannot retreat, they are treated the same as protecting transport. The destruction of defenseless transportation in this way is still considered combat in order to bomb offshore and similar rules. Step 5: A step 5: Remove quarterback sacrifices Remove quarterback units that stand behind the casualty lane
from the game. Note: After deleting victims, you may need to reassess the capabilities of certain departments that depend on the availability or absence of other units. infantry units can no longer be supported by artillery units or submarine boats no longer have their abilities undone by enemy destroyers that have been removed. These changes will take effect in the next battle round. Step 6: A step 6: Click
attack or indent battle rounds (steps 2 through 5) continue unless one of the following two conditions occurs (in the following order): Condition A is an attacker and/or defender loses all units. Once all units that can either fire or retreat from one or both sides have been destroyed, the fighting ends. Players who have units left along the battle lane return these units to a contested space on the playing board. In
a maritime battle, if both sides only have transport remaining, the attacker's transport could remain in the disputed maritime zone or retreat under the rules in state B below if possible. Condition B — The striker retreats striker (never defender) can not retreat during this step. Move all attacking land and sea units in that battle, which are on the battle strip, into the only adjacent friendly space from which at
least 1 of the attacking land or sea units have moved. In the case of marine units, this space must have been friendly at the beginning of the turn. All such units must retreat together to the same area or maritime zone, no matter where they came from. Retreating air units remain in the disputed space temporarily. They complete their retreat movement during the Noncombat Move phase, using the same
rules as the air unit involved in the successful battle. Units of multinational forces on the one hand can divide the territory or maritime zone, which is a multinational force. Such forces can defend together, but they cannot attack together. (This does not mean that powers can share income: only the authorities that control the territory collect income for this territory.) Multinational forces cannot attack the same
space together because each government moves and attacks with its own units only on its own. Any units in the maritime zone in which there is a battle belonging to the ally of the attacker (except for the cargo on the ship of the attacker) in no way can participate in the battle. Such units cannot be accepted as losses in maritime combat and do not affect the protection of submarines. An attacking fighter or
tactical bomber can launch from an ally-owned aircraft carrier, but an ally's aircraft carrier cannot move until its owner turns. Similarly, an attacking aircraft carrier can carry an Ally fighter or tactical bomber as cargo, but an ally's air unit cannot participate in that carrier's attack. An attacking land unit can storm the coastal area from an ally's transport, but only on the line of the attacking owner of the land unit.
Multinational defence: When space containing multinational forces is attacked, all its units are defended together. If the soldiers are protected, to the powers controlled by different players, these players mutually identify the victims. If they can't negotiate, the attacker chooses. Transporting multinational forces: Transports belonging to friendly authorities can load and unload your land units while both states
state at war. This is a three-strong process: 1. You load your land units on board friendly transport in turn. 2. The transport controller moves it (or not) on the turn of this player. 3. You will unload your land units in the next step. Step 7: A step 7: End the battle If you win the battle like an attacker in the territory and you have 1 or more surviving land units out there, you take control of it. Otherwise, he remains
in control of the quarterback. (If all units on both sides have been destroyed, the area remains under the control of the defender.) Maritime units cannot take control of the territory; they must remain at sea. Air units cannot seize territory. If your attack force only has air units remaining, you cannot occupy the territory you attacked, even if there are no enemy units left. Air units must return to friendly territory or
carrier during the noncombat move stage. Until then, they remain in the space where they fought. If you have captured the territory, place your control marker on the territory and adjust the national production levels. Your national production increases by the cost of the captured territory; production of losers decreases by the same amount. If you're capturing an industrial complex, you can't mobilize new
units there until the next turn. Any damage previously caused to the facility remains in place until it is repaired (any damage markers outside 6 on former large industrial complexes are removed). , the airbase and/or naval base in this area return to the original controller of the territory. The large industrial complex, which has been downgraded to insignificant at capture, is not automatically updated once
released - it remains insignificant until the original owner updates it. If the original controller (the power whose territory you just liberated) capital is in hostile hands at the end of a turn in which you would otherwise liberate territory, you seize territory instead. You regulate your national production level and you can use any industrial complex, airbase and/or naval base there until the original controller's capital
is released. The player who capture, can not use these newly captured objects until the next turn of the player. Seizure and liberation of capitals If the authorities seize territory containing a hostile capital (Calcutta, Tokyo, Sydney or the Western United States), the United States), the same rules as for capturing territory. Add the cost of the income of the captured territory to the national level of production. In
addition, you collect all non-distribution IPCs from the treasury of the original enthusiastic capital controller. For example, if Japan conquers India and the UK has unallocious IPCs, these IPCs are immediately transmitted to the Japan player. You collect these IPCs even if your equity is in hostile hands. By capturing Tokyo, which means winning allies, you're still adding the revenue value of the seized
territory to your national production level, and you're collecting any unallocating IPCs in Japan. The Axis player will have until the next turn of your power, using his existing forces to try to free up that capital. The original enthusiastic capital controller is still in play but cannot collect income from any territories he or she still controls and cannot buy new units. The player misses all but combat, conducting
combat and noncombat move phases until the capital is liberated. If that power or one on its side frees up the capital, the original controller can re-collect revenue from the territories it controls, including territories that have regained control of it or it. If capital is released, the industrial complex, airbase and/or naval base in this metropolitan area regain ownership of the capital's original controller. Other
territories and industrial complexes, air bases and naval bases, which were initially monitored by the newly released metropolitan controller but are currently in the hands of friendly powers, also immediately turned away from control. You don't collect IPCs from controlling power when you free up capital. For example, if a United player dismisses Sydney from a Japan player, the Japan player does not
surrender any IPCs. Capturing victory city Japan wins the game by capturing and controlling 6 cities of victory. Players must closely monitor Japan's progress and the number of cities of victory it has control over. If a Japan player controls at least 6 cities of victory continuously during one full round of play, that player wins the war, provided he or she also controls Tokyo at the end of the round. Stage 4:
Noncombat move at this point, you can move any of your units that don't move during the combat movement stage or engage in combat during your turn. You will also land all your air units that participated and survived the battle stage. This is a good time to assemble your units, either to fortify vulnerable areas or to strengthen units at the front. Your land and sea units can move a number of spaces to their
displacement value. Your air units can move the number of spaces to their movement values, fewer spaces that they could move during the combat movement phase. Air units that did not move at all during the combat phase can use its entire norm of movement at this stage. Only air blocks and submarines can move hostile spaces at this stage. Stranded, protecting air units, also lands at this stage. These
are aircraft carriers whose aircraft carrier was damaged or destroyed in combat or omelette air units or interceptor fighters (see If no landing sites are found, they are allowed to move to the same space to search for a friendly area or carrier on which to land. including territories that have been captured in the current turnaround. It cannot move into or through hostile territory (not even one that does not
contain combat units but is controlled by the enemy) or unfriendly neutral or strict neutral territory. If the United States is not at acting, they cannot move their units into territory owned by another allied power. This is the only phase in which AAA (anti-aircraft artillery) can move. Air units: The air unit must finish its course in the appropriate landing space. Air units can land in any area that was friendly (but not
friendly neutral) at the beginning of the current turnaround. Only fighter jets and tactical bombers can land in the maritime zone with a friendly aircraft carrier present. The pickup location should be available on the carrier. Optional: A fighter or tactical bomber can land in a maritime zone (even an enemy) that adjoins the industrial complex you own if you mobilize an aircraft carrier you previously purchased
in that zone during the new unit mobilization phase. In order for a fighter or tactical bomber to land on an existing aircraft carrier, both units must stop their movement in the same maritime zone. You have to have carrier movement, stay in place, or be mobilized (new carriers only) to pick up a fighter jet or tactical bomber that would worsen your noncombatant movement in the maritime zone. You cannot
intentionally move the air unit from the range of a potential safe landing site. Air units that cannot move to the appropriate landing site before the end of the Noncombat Move stage are crumbling. This includes stranded protection air units (see above) No air units can land in any area that was not friendly at the beginning of your queue, including any area that has just been captured or converted from a
friendly neutral by you this turn. If the United States is not at acting, they cannot move their air units on territory or on aircraft carriers belonging to other Allied authorities. Marine units: The marine unit can move through any friendly maritime zone. It cannot move in or through an enemy maritime zone. Unlike other submarines can move through and even into enemy maritime zones in the Noncombat Move
phase. However, the submarine must stop its movement when it enters a maritime zone containing one or more enemy destroyers. Transport can move to friendly coastal areas and load or unload cargo unless they are loaded, moved, unloaded or or combat operations during combat displacement or combat phase. Aircraft carriers can move into maritime zones to allow friendly fighter jets and tactical
bombers to land. They have to move there, the range allows if they don't move in a battle phase and a friendly maritime zone is the only valid landing zone for air units. An aircraft carrier and a fighter jet or tactical bomber must both finish their moves in the same maritime area in order for the air unit to land on the aircraft carrier. Step 5: Mobilize new units Move newly purchased units from the mobilization
zone on the game board to the appropriate spaces that you have controlled since the beginning of your turn. You can't use industrial complexes that you've captured or purchased this twist. You can never use an industrial complex owned by friendly authorities. The number of combat (land, air or sea) units that can be produced by each industrial complex, each queue is limited to 10 for large industrial
complexes and 3 for minor ones. (If you upgrade a minor industrial complex to a large one, you can still only mobilize up to 3 combat units from this industrial complex this step.) For each marker of damage (plastic gray chip), which is located under a given industrial complex, it can be mobilized for one smaller number of units. Industrial complexes never collapse (except for liberated Chinese territories).
They can be badly damaged, however, and can be damaged to the point where they have at least as many damage markers as they have production capacity. In this case, no new units can enter the game through this plant until it is repaired. Restrictions on accommodation you can place land units and strategic bombers only in areas containing relevant industrial complexes. Land units cannot enter the
game on transport. Marine units can be placed only in maritime zones adjacent to the areas containing the appropriate industrial complexes. New maritime units can enter play even in an enemy maritime zone. The battle does not take place because the stage of the battle is over. You can place fighter jets and tactical bombers in territory containing an industrial complex controlled by your authorities since
the beginning of your turn, or on an aircraft carrier owned by your authorities in a maritime zone (even a hostile one) adjacent to an area with such an industrial complex. The aircraft carrier can be either new, which is now mobilized, or existing already in place. You cannot place a new fighter or tactical bomber on an aircraft carrier owned by friendly force. Place new objects in any relevant area you've
controlled since the beginning of your turn. Unlike combat units, the facilities do not require that the industrial complex be in the territory in which they and they don't count on the number of units that an industrial complex can mobilize (see above) if there are. large industrial complexes can only be built in initially controlled (not captured) areas with an IPC costing 3 or higher. Minor industrial complexes can
be built only in the territories IPC 2 or higher. There can be no more than one object of the same type (industrial complex, airbase or naval base) on the territory. Industrial complexes can not be built on the islands. In case you have purchased more units than you can actually mobilize due to production restrictions, you should return the over-produced units to the box (of your choice on which units), and the
cost of the units is reimbursed to you. Stage 6: Collect revenue At this point, you will earn production revenue to fund future attacks and strategies. Find the national production level of your power (marked with your management marker) on the national production chart. This is the amount of IPC revenue you generated. In addition, you may have achieved your national goals. Power that achieves its
national goals is experiencing a positive effect across the board—higher morale combined with new energy. This rewards your economy with an additional raise of 5 or more IPCs per move and is called bonus income. However, before you can really get any of these revenues, you should check any damages incurred by naval attacks against your shipping routes (see below). Once your income, bonus
income and damages from convoy outages have been determined, the amount of IPCs that your power will actually collect this turn is calculated by adding your income and bonus income, and then edding off any damages to the convoy of disruption from that amount. Collect this number of IPCs from the bank, add it to the total number of IPCs in the treasury of your power. If your capital is under the control
of hostile authorities, you cannot collect income or suffer from convoy disruptions. Authorities cannot lend or give IPCs to the other authorities, even if both states are on the same side. Carrying out convoy disruptions The economy of many countries is based on moving tons of resources at huge intervals of the ocean. In wartime, and especially during World War II, this movement was vital. Cargo ships
(not to be confused with the game's transport ships carrying military units) often form convoys for mutual support and protection. These convoys are under attack by enemy warships. There are three conditions that must exist for this kind of attack to occur: the maritime zone must have an image of the Convoy, the maritime zone must be adjacent to one or th of your controlled territories, and at least 1
warship belonging to the authorities with which you are at war must be in the maritime zone. (Any ships in the maritime zone that belong to you or friendly authorities will not cause any impact on the disruption of the convoy.) Convoy attacks on the maritime zones Convoy are carried out in this way. Each enemy warship (excluding aircraft carriers) and an aircraft carrier in the maritime zone can result in the



loss of 1 or more IPCs with your revenue per turn. Owners of enemy battleships, cruisers and/or destroyers roll one at a time for each such unit, and the owners of enemy submarines and/or air units roll two bones for each such unit. Any rolls 4 or or Ignored. The results of these rolls, which are 3 or less, in total, and as a result the number is the total number of convoys damage suffered as a result of the
derailment. However, this number may be limited. Each foiled convoy cannot lose more IPCs than the total cost of IPC of your controlled areas adjacent to the maritime zone. In addition, no territory can lose more IPCs than the IPC's own value from several disrupted nearby convoys (for example, Japan cannot lose more than 8 IPCs from disrupted convoys in marine zones 6 and 19). After applying these
restrictions, the final total is subtracting from your income per move. Reviewing the card, specifically looking for such situations, is the responsibility of all players. It's a step in this turnaround phase. All players should be in to look for such situations attacking the convoy and inginging at them. The global United Kingdom is ruled by one power, two economies the United Kingdom is one state that has two
separate economies: Europe and the Pacific. Income levels and IPC treasuries for the two economies are tracked separately. Markers of Union Jack national control to track pacific economy revenue levels on the National Manufacturing Schedule. Europe's economy includes all the territories controlled by the United Kingdom on the map of Europe. London is its regional capital. The Pacific economy
includes all territories controlled by the United Kingdom on the map of the Pacific Ocean. Calcutta is its regional capital. There are two exceptions to this regional division. Western India, on the map of Europe, is part of the Pacific economy, and the North American territory on the Map of the Pacific is part of Europe's economy. Research and development Either the economy can pay for all or part of the
costs of research and development. The results extend to the authorities as a whole. Purchase and repair Each of the United Kingdom of Europe and the Pacific region carries out its own separate purchases and repairs. Fighting, fighting and noncombat moves All combat moves, combat and noncombat moves are made or conducted as a single, unified force of any other power. To mobilise new divisions,
the UK is mobilising its new divisions, acquired by every economy on industrial complexes that fall under this economy. Collect income Each of the incomes of the two economies must be separately collected and preserved. This includes any income deducted by law-made outsprings or awarded for national objective income. Capturing one of the united Kingdom's regional capitals If one of its regional
capitals is captured by Axis, it will surrender any non-distribution IPCs that its economy has in its treasury to the seized power. An economy whose capital is held by the axis cannot collect revenues, spend IPCs or repair blocks. The free regional capital may never collect ICDs, which usually go to the captured regional capital, even if such territories are repulsed from Other Allies may temporarily take control
of any original territory of the United Kingdom that be released when its regional capital (London or Calcutta) was captured by the axis. Capturing the axis of the capital If Berlin or Rome are captured by the United Kingdom, IPCs go to the treasury of Europe's economy. If Tokyo is captured, IPCs go to the treasury of the Pacific economy. This applies even if the regional capital of the receiving economy is
held by Axis. Moving between maps East and west edges of boards denotes border lines between territories and maritime zones. The Canadian province of Alberta/Saskatchewan/Manitoba on the map of Europe is attached to the territory of the Yukon and the territories of British Columbia on the map of the Pacific Ocean. The central United States adjoins the Western United States. Southeastern Mexico
is attached to Mexico. The following marine zones are adjacent to each other: Zone | Adjacent to 11 | 64 28 | 64 51 | 64, 65 &amp;amp; 6652 66 64 | 11, 28 &amp;amp; 51 65 | 51 66 | 51 &amp;amp; 52 The political situation, national goals and bonus incomes of Germany, Japan and Italy are the Vies. At the moment, the UNITED Kingdom (including Canada), ANZAC, France and China make up allies. The
United States and the Soviet Union are neutral. During this period, many other countries also tried to remain neutral. As the war became global, many neutrals were forced to join one or the other side. Germany and Germany are positioned in Holland/Belgium and are ready to continue their offensive against France, which is left of the French army and some assorted allied units all that stands between it
and Paris. Given the bulk of its army and the Belgian Air Force, Germany cannot attack the Soviet Union, at least for now. Political situation: Germany is at war with France, the United Kingdom and ANZAC. Germany can declare war on the United States, the Soviet Union or China at the beginning of the combat phase of any of its turns. The state of war between Germany and one of these three states will
not affect its relations with the other two. National objective and bonus income: Germany's goal is Lebensraum (residential area). Additional space was needed to grow the German population for greater Germany. To reflect this goal, Germany collects IPC bonus income during each stage of revenue collection in subsequent situations. When Germany is not at war with the Soviet Union: 5 IPCs representing
wheat and oil from the Soviet Union. Topic: Profitable trade with the Soviet Union. When Germany is at war with the Soviet Union: 5 IPCs into territory if Germany controls Novgorod (Leningrad), Volgograd (Stalingrad) and/or Russia (Moscow). Topic: High strategic and propaganda value. 5 IPCs if the vis-fire controls the Caucasus' power supply. Topic: Control of vital Soviet oil production. When Germany
is at war with the United Kingdom and France: 5 IPCs, if at least 1 German land unit is in Egypt controlled by the axis. Topic: Gates to Middle Eastern oil fields (high propaganda 5 IPCs if Germany controls Denmark and Norway, while Sweden does not controlled by Allies. Topic: Access to iron ore and other strategic resources 2 IPCs into territory if Germany controls Iraq, Persia and/or Northwest Persia.
Topic: Access to strategic oil reserves. The Soviet Union Country is recovering from Stalin's deep purge of its military officer corps, which shook the Red Army to its very core. Combine this with the recent military catastrophe in Finland, and we find the Soviet Union more than happy to make a secret deal with Germany. This secret agreement, known as the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, assures that the Soviet
Union will remain neutral if Germany goes to war in Europe. It also allows each government to expand its sphere of influence in Eastern Europe without interference from the other. In the East, the Soviet Union, along with Mongolia, recently concluded a border war with Japan (see below), which ended with a ceasefire agreement. Political situation: The Soviet Union starts the game at war with none. The
Soviet Union cannot declare war on any European axis of power until turning 4 unless the war is first declared by the force of the European Axis or London is captured by the Axis force. It can declare war on Japan at the beginning of the combat phase of any of its twists and turns. Thanks to separate treaties with Germany and Japan, the Soviet Union is in a unique position in relations with the Axis states.
As a result, if the Soviet Union wages war with axis states on only one map, it is still under restrictions to be a neutral state (see In other words, the state of war with Japan lifts these restrictions from the Soviet Union only on the map of the Pacific, and the state of war with Germany and/or Italy lifts these restrictions only on the map of Europe. To reflect this goal, the Soviet Union collects bonus revenues of
the IPC during each stage of collecting revenues in the following situations. , and there are no units belonging to other Allies present in any territories originally controlled by the Soviet Union. Topic: National prestige and access to allied lend-league materials. 3 IPCs for each original German, Italian or pro-axis neutral territory controlled by the Soviet Union. Topic: Propaganda value and dissemination of
communism. 10 IPCs (only once) for the first time the Soviet Union is controlled by Germany (Berlin). Topic: National prestige. Japan, with Japan's signature, will soon be concluding a Trimartite pact with Germany and Italy formalizing the Axis alliance. Japan also recently concluded a border war with the Soviet Union and Mongolia (see above), which ended with a ceasefire agreement. Japan with the
signature of Japan, The pact with Germany and Italy will be concluded shortly, the registration of the Axis alliance. Japan also recently concluded a border war with the Soviet Union and Mongolia (see above), which ended with a ceasefire agreement. Political situation: At the beginning of the game, Japan is at war only with China. Japan views the movement of units to China by any other allied state as an
act of war against it. When not yet at war with the United States, in addition to normal restrictions (see Powers not at war with each other,) Japan may not put an end to the movement of its maritime units within 2 maritime zones of the Mainland United States (Western United States and Alaska). Japan can declare war on the United Kingdom, ANZAC, the United States, France or the Soviet Union at the
beginning of the combat phase of any of its momentum. Japan's declaration of war against the United Kingdom or the ANZAC will immediately lead to a state of war between Japan and both of these states. The state of war between Japan and France or between Japan and the Soviet Union will not affect relations between Japan and the United States, and vice versa. Japan can attack Dutch territories only
if there is a state of war between it and the United Kingdom and the ANZAC. National objective and bonus income: Japan's goal is the Great East Asia co-prosperity sphere (Asia for Asians). To reflect this goal, Japan collects IPC bonus income during each of its revenue collection stages in the following situations: When Japan is not at war with the United States: 10 IPCs, unless Japan is at war with the
United States, has not attacked French Indo-China, and has not made an unprovoked declaration of war against the United Kingdom/ANZAC. Topic: Strategic resource trading with the United States. When Japan is at war with its Western allies (U.S., United Kingdom/ANZAC and/or France): 5 IPCs if the Axis states control all the following territories: Guam, Midway, Wake Island, Gilbert Islands and Solomon
Islands. Topic: Strategic external perimeter of defense. 5 IPCs into territory if the Axis states control India (Calcutta), New South Wales (Sydney), Hawaii (Honolulu) and/or the Western United States (San Francisco). Topic: Major allied energy centers. 5 IPCs if the power box controls all of the following territories: Sumatra, Java, Borneo and Celebes. Topic: Strategic resource centers. The United States,
wanting to remain neutral, nonetheless has strong pro-Muslim sentiment. Separated from world conflicts by two major oceans, it is particularly troubling not to get involved in another European war just twenty-a few years after the last one. With its military standing ranked no higher than 12th or 14th in the world, and with a serious isolationist mood in the country, only with outrage felt by its people a sudden
and deliberate attack by the Axis force would the United States end its neutrality and go to war. However, the growing danger presented by axis forces may soon force it to reconsider this position. Political situation: The United States is starting a war game with none. In addition to normal restrictions (see Powers does not fight each other), although it is not at war with Japan, the United States cannot move
any units to or through China or stop moving its maritime units in maritime zones adjacent to japan-controlled areas. While not at war with Germany or Italy, the United States can put an end to the movement of its maritime units on the map of Europe only in maritime zones adjacent to U.S. territories, with one exception: U.S. warships (not transports) can also conduct long-haul patrols to the maritime zone
102. The United States cannot declare war on any Axis power unless the Axis authorities declare war on him first or seize London or any territory in North America, or Japan will not provoke a declaration of war against Britain or ANZAC, after which it can declare war on any or all axis states in the next step. However, if it is not yet at war in the revenue collection phase of its third turn, the United States can
declare war on any or all axis states at the beginning of this phase. This is an exception to the rules of declaration of war, which can usually be made only at the beginning of the phase of combat. National Objective and Bonus Income: The goal of the United States is to become an Arsenal of Democracy and defeat Axis's powers. To reflect this goal, the United States collects IPC bonus income during each
revenue collection phase in the following situations: When the United States is at duty: 10 IPCs, if the United States controls all the following territories: the Eastern United States, the Central United States, and the Western United States. Topic: Basic national sovereignty. 5 IPCs if the United States controls all of the following territories: Alaska, aleuto islands, Hawaii, Johnston Islands and Line islands.
Topic: Issues of national sovereignty. 5 IPCs if the United States controls all of the following territories: Mexico, Southeastern Mexico, Central America and the West Indies. Topic: Defense treaty and trade obligations. 5 IPCs if the United States controls the Philippines. Topic: Center for American Influence in Asia. 5 IPCs if there are at least 1 land unit of the United States in France. Topic: Cooperation with
the Great Alliance. Chinese Japanese expansion into China in the early 1930s was intended not only to control China's resources, but also to eliminate British, American and Soviet influence in the area. Japan wants to isolate China from all foreign aid. Political situation: China starts the war game with Japan. China cannot declare war on european axis authorities unless one of these states initially declares
war on China or moves units into territory to which Chinese units are allowed to move. The state of war between China and one axis of power does not relations with other Axis states. National purpose and Revenue: China's goal is to resist Japanese expansion into China and establish support from other states in the fight against Japan. To reflect this goal, China collects IPC bonus income during each
revenue collection phase in the next situation. When China is at war: 6 IPCs if Burma's road is fully open. Allied states must control India, Burma, Yunnan and Sechwan to make this happen. China is also allowed to purchase artillery (represented by U.S. parts) if Burma Road is open. Subject: Chinese corridor of military supply line. The UK has barely completed the evacuation of its own, as well as allied
forces from Dunkirk. The invasion of the United Kingdom is coming as a real possibility. The battle for Britain is about to begin. Political situation: Great Britain together with France begins the game in the war with Italy and Germany. The UK can declare war on Japan at the beginning of the combat phase of any of its momentum, resulting in a war between Japan and Britain and the ANZAC. When not yet at
war with Japan, in addition to normal restrictions (see however, it can move units to Dutch territories as a noncombatant movement at any time, until these territories have been captured by the Axis force. as Dutch territory has been seized by axis power, however, it can be captured and controlled by any authorities. National objective and bonus income: The purpose of the United Kingdom is the British
Empire — to retain control over its old centers of power. To reflect this goal, the United Kingdom of Europe and the Pacific Economy (see United Kingdom Global Rules) collect IPC bonus income during each stage of revenue collection in subsequent situations. When the UNITED Kingdom is at war in Europe (awarded to Europe's economy): 5 IPCs if the United Kingdom controls all its original territories in
its European economy. Theme: Maintaining the empire was considered a vital national goal. When the UK is at war with Japan (awarded to the Pacific economy): 5 IPCs if the UK controls both Kwangtung and Malaya. Theme: Maintaining the empire was considered a vital national goal. Italy political situation: At the start of the game, Italy is at war with France, Britain and ANZAC. Italy can declare war on
the United States, the Soviet Union or China at the beginning of the combat phase of any of its turns. The state of war between Italy and one of these three states will not affect its relations with the other two. National objective and bonus income: Italy's goal is Mare Nostrum of the sea). Mussolini wanted to restore the greatness of the Roman Empire. It is best demonstrated by controlling the entire
Mediterranean basin. To reflect this goal, Italy collects IPC bonus income during each stage of revenue collection in subsequent situations. When Italy is at war: 5 IPCs if axis powers control at least 3 of the following territories: Gibraltar, Southern France, Greece, and Egypt. Topic: Declared national goals—the Great Roman Empire. 5 IPCs if there are no Allied naval ships in the Mediterranean (sea zones
92 to 99). Topic: Propaganda and strategic advantage. 5 IPCs if the Axis states control all the following territories: Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Tobruk and Alexandria. Topic: Declared North African military objectives. 2 IPCs into territory if Italy controls Iraq, Persia and/or Northwest Persia. Topic: Access to strategic oil reserves. ANZAC tensions and suspicion of Japanese military expansion in Asia
undermine the sense of security of the Australian-New Zealand Army Corps. Political situation: ANZAC is starting the game of war with Germany and Italy, both of which are on the other side of the world. ANZAC could declare war on Japan at the start of the combat phase of any of its twists and turns, resulting in a state of war between Japan and the ANZAC and Britain. If you're not at war with Japan yet,
in addition to normal restrictions (see Forces don't fight each other, ANZAC can't move units to or through China. In addition, ANZAC considers attacks on any Dutch territory acts of war against it directly. National objective and bonus income: ANZAC's goal is to help the United Kingdom militarily and provide its own defence of Australia and New Zealand. To reflect that goal, ANZAC collects IPC bonus
revenue during each revenue collection phase in subsequent situations. : 5 IPCs if the union authorities control Malayu and ANZAC controls all its original territories. Theme: Malaya is considered a strategic cornerstone for the FarSignal of the British Empire. 5 IPCs if the Allies (not including the Dutch) control Dutch New Guinea, New Guinea, New Britain and the Solomon Islands. Topic: Strategic external
perimeter of defense. France France finds itself fighting for its very existence, and if history repeats itself, it will fall to a successful German invasion. Political situation: France is at war with Germany and Italy. France can declare war on Japan at the beginning of the combat phase of any of its turns. Controlling player: The player in control of France will manage all events related to France that take place
during any power. France be managed separately including the French economy of the IPC. For the purposes of simplification, this game does not deal with the German contribution of the Vichy government in France. Bonus for troops: When French territory is liberated by the Allies, the player controlling France immediately places his choice of up to 12 IPCs of any French units on French territory for free.
This only happens once per game. Topic: National Liberation and national prestige. Neutral territories In 1940, many countries, including the United States, tried to remain neutral. As the war became truly global, many neutrals were forced to join one or the other side. The only neutral territories in the game are those that make up Mongolia. All but two have their own standing army. These forces are shown
on the map in the form of an infantry silhouette with a number next to it. These figures indicate the number of infantry units to be placed on the map if and when the territory's neutrality is compromised. These rooms are free of charge. An important concept for understanding is the difference between neutral territory and neutral power. There are only five powers at play (Japan, the United States, China, the
United Kingdom, and ANZAC). While one of these powers (the United States) starts the game neutral, neutral territories start a game that is not controlled by any authorities. Unlike the authorities, war is never declared in neutral territories — they are simply attacked. Moving to neutral territory is considered a combat step, and any battle must be resolved during the combat phase of conduct (see Before
neutral territory can be taken under control by the invasion force, all permanent army neutrality units must be eliminated. Air units cannot fly over neutral unless they attack it. When neutral territory is invaded, it is no longer considered neutral and immediately becomes part of the alliance. that opposes the authorities that attacked him. For example, if Japan attacked Buyant-Ohaa, Buyant-Ohaa would join
the Allies. It also immediately houses its permanent army units. Choose any power from among those on the side that the territory has joined, and use the infantry units of that power to represent these forces. The player who controls the selected power will control the territory units throughout the battle. This player places area units on the board and manages them as they battle. Do not mix or confuse the
area units with blocks of other power, including the power of managing parts of the area on board. If an attack on previously neutral territory is unsuccessful (the area is not captured), any remaining units remain in the territory but cannot move. The territory remains uncontrolled (to place a national control marker on it to indicate its new status), but units on the part from which it is now allied can move into it
and take control of it its other subdivisions just as if it's friendly neutral (see below). Friendly neutrals: the first attack of either party on neutral territory (successful or not) leads to the fact that all other neutral territories immediately become friendly to the other side. For example, if Japan attacks Buyant-Ohaa, all other neutral territories on the map will become allied friendly. These territories still remain
neutral, but now they can be turned to the side to which they are friendly. Powers, on the side of which neutral territories are not friendly, continue to treat territories as neutral. Authorities cannot attack friendly neutral or fly air units over it. However, the power that is at war can move land units into (but not because of) a friendly neutral as a noncombat move (see Noncombat Move). This moves the territory
from neutral status. The first friendly government to do so places its national control marker on the former neutral territory friendly. With the loss of neutrality territory thus activated its permanent army. The placed blocks belong to a capacity that now controls previously neutral territory, and can be freely used, starting with the next turn of that power. Once any previously neutral territory becomes controlled
by the authorities, the rules on neutral territories no longer apply to it. It is treated like any other territory except that it does not have an original controller. In other words, it can only be captured, and never released (see Liberation of Territory). China rules China and its units are controlled by one of the allied players, but for game purposes it is considered a separate force and its resources cannot be mixed
with other allied powers. Chinese territories on the game board have on them nationalist Chinese coat of arms. Some of these territories are starting the game already under Japanese control. They are still considered Chinese territories for the purposes of original ownership. Unlike other states at play, China is not an industrialized nation and has a rural economy and a decentralized government. As a
result, China has no capital, as other states do. If all Chinese territories are captured by Japan, China retains its unallocated IPCs in the hope of liberation and will not give them to Japan. In addition, China can only spend IC On the purchase of infantry units (with one exception see below) and does not use industrial complexes. New Chinese units can be mobilized in any Chinese territory controlled by
China, including those captured in the current twist. If a Japanese industrial complex is built on Chinese territory and the area is later seized by the Chinese or liberated by another Allied state, the industrial complex is removed from the game. China is not subject to convoy disruptions (see During Japan's invasion, China is also fighting a civil war. in a limited range of occupations for Chinese units. They can
be moved only in territory that have a nationalist Chinese coat of arms. However, Kwangtung and Burma are special cases. Although they are not Chinese territories, Chinese forces can move in them. These are the only non-Chinese territories that can occupy Chinese units. China can even temporarily control them, but only if it reimburses them from the axis while India is under Axis control. Chinese units
cannot be loaded on transport. Burma Road is vital to chinese war efforts (see map). When all the territories through which this road passes are controlled by allies during china's revenue collection phase, China receives a bonus income of 6 IPCs per move. Even without an industrial complex, China can procure and mobilize artillery, but only if the road is open at the stage of China's acquisition and repair.
These artillery units will be supplied by a United States player (because China does not have its own), but are considered Chinese units in every way. At the beginning of the game, China has a U.S. fighter jet located on the map. This represents the American volunteer group Flying Tigers. This fighter is considered part of the Chinese forces for the purposes of movement and combat. It cannot leave
territories confined to by the Chinese occupation, even to attack and return. If it is destroyed, the American player cannot replace this fighter for China. Additional regulations Industrial complexes in the Eastern United States, central United States and western United States start the game as minor complexes. They are upgraded to large complexes on free change when the United States enters a state of
war and can be used as such immediately. They can be updated to this time as usual. San Francisco is not considered the capital, so the United States will not lose its unallocated IPCs if the Western United States is captured by a hostile state. Soviet-Mongolian defense pact: Due to the mutual border conflict with Japan in 1939, the Soviet Union and Mongolia have special relations. The Mongolian
territories (Olhium, Dzawhan, Tsagan-Olom, Central Mongolia, Ulaanbaul and Buyant-Ohaa) will never become pro-eighth unless one or more of them are attacked by the Soviet Union. In addition, if Japan attacks any territory controlled by the Soviet Union that adjoins any Mongolian territory, all Mongolian territories that are still strict neutrals or pro-Uslans, or joined the Allies as a result of a failed
Japanese attack, are under The Soviet Union's control at the end of Japan's battlefield phase. This is done just as if the Soviet Union has moved land units to friendly neutral territory (see These territories have Soviet control markers placed on them and their permanent army units are placed on a board with soviet chunks and have since been controlled by a player of the Soviet Union. This is happening
state of relations between the Soviet Union and Japan at the time of the attack, with one exception: If the Soviet Union attacks Korea or any Japan-controlled territory bordering these Mongolian territories while Mongolia is still strict neutral, Mongolia will remain neutral and not allied itself with the Soviet Union. In all other respects and for all other purposes, Mongolian territories are treated as any other strict
neutral territory. For example, if Mongolian territory is attacked by Japan while still strict neutral, all other strict neutral territories will become pro-Allies. Optional Norm: Research and Development Using this rule, you can try to develop improved military technology. If you choose to use Research &amp;& Working out, it becomes a new phase 1 turn sequence, bumping into other phases up the number.
China cannot do research and development. Research and development sequence 1. Buy Research Bones 2. Roll bone research 3. Roll Breakthrough to Die 4. Mark Events Step 1: Buy Bone Research Each study to die costs 5 IPCs. Buy as much as you want, including no. Step 2: Roll Research Bones Roll each of your acquired research bones. Success: If you roll at least one 6, you have successfully
made a technological breakthrough. Talk step 3. Error: If you don't roll 6, your research failed. Step 3: Roll Breakthrough Die If your research has been successful, choose one of two breakthrough charts and roll to die to see what technological progress you will get. Step 4: A step 4: Mark events If your research has been successful, place one of your national control markers inside the appropriate progress
box on the research and development chart. Your development takes effect immediately. Any number of powers can develop the same technology, but powers cannot share their technology. Breakthrough chart 1 1. Advanced artillery. Each of your artillery units can now provide more support. One artillery unit can support up to 2 infantry and/or mechanized infantry units on the attack. Up to 2 infantry and/or
mechanized infantry units combined with 1 artillery unit have a 2 attack value. 2. Rockets. Your airbases can now launch missiles. During strategic and tactical bombings pitch your battlefield phase every move, each of your operational air bases can take a single missile strike against an enemy industrial complex, air base or naval base within 4 spaces of it. This attack does one die roll damage to this
object. Missiles cannot be fired over neutral areas. 3. Paratroopers. Up to 2 of your infantry units in each area with an airbase can be moved to enemy-controlled territory for 3 or fewer spaces attacked by your land units from the surrounding areas /or amphibious assault. When moving, paratroopers must observe the same restrictions that air units make. If there are AAA units (anti-artillery) in the territory
attacked, the infantry units of paratroopers during anti-avaric fires, as well as air units. If attacked along with land units from the surrounding areas, paratroopers can retreat as usual. 4. Increase of factory production. Each of your industrial complexes can now produce additional units beyond its normal production capabilities. The main industrial complexes can mobilize up to 12 units, and small ones
mobilize up to 4 units. Also, when repairing a damaged industrial complex, you can remove 2 markers of damage worth 1 IPC (in other words, half price). The maximum damage that can be inflicted on your industrial complexes does not increase. 5. Military ties. In the revenue collection phase, roll die and collect that many additional IPCs. 6. Improved mechanized infantry. Each of your mechanized infantry
units that are paired with tank or artillery now has a 2 attack value. In addition, your mechanized infantry can now blitz without being paired with a tank. Breakthrough Chart 2 1. Super submarines. The cost of attacking your submarines is now 3 instead of 2. 2. Jet fighters. The cost of attacking your fighters is now 4 instead of 3. Also, during the bombing raids your escort or intercept fighters have now hit 1
or 2 instead of just 1. 3. Shipyards have been improved. Your marine units are now cheaper to build. Use these revised costs: Unit of Measure | IPC Battleship Cost | 17 aircraft carrier | 13 Cruiser | 9 Destroyer | 7 Transport | 6 Submarine | 5 4. Radar. Your fire, both from AAA units (anti-missile artillery) and objects, now hits 1 or 2 instead of just 1. 5. Long-range aircraft. All ranges of your air blocks are
increased by one space. 6. Heavy bombers. Your strategic bombers are now heavy bombers. When attacked, whether in combat or strategic bombing, roll two dice for each bomber and choose the best result. Result.
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